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Key findings



Labour exploitation typically 

occurs in sectors  with labour 

intensive, low-skilled and low-

paid work



Factors increasing the risk for 

labour exploitation :

Seasonal or temporary work in 

isolated locations



The agricultural sector is 

particularly vulnerable to labour 

exploitation :

The large number of workers 

employed in the EU on a non-

regular basis, through third 

parties or as illegal workers



Countries with potential high risks 

of labour exploitation in the 

agricultural sector :

Denmark, Finland, France, 

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 

The Netherlands, Poland, 

Romania, Slovakia, Spain, 

Sweden and UK



Victims of labour exploitation :

EU : Bulgaria, Poland and 

Romania

Non EU : Afghanistan, Bosnia-

Herzegovina, Nigeria, Pakistan, 

Senegal, Syria, Ukraine and 

Vietnam



Eu citizens : employed all the 

year

Non EU citizen : employed in 

seasonal workers (status of 

irregular migrants, refugees and 

asylum seekers



Modus operandi

3 type of MO for labour 

exploitation



1- classic MO 



2- MO more complex



3- Third model MO



In all cases, full control



Transport to the countries of 

exploitation



Non EU-victims come by :

- road

- sea

- air

Sometimes by the existing 

migrant smugglig routes and 

network





Meaning for combatting labour 

exploitation



Joint Action Day of Europol



Goal : To detect cases of labour 

exploitation



Members involved in JAD



- LEA’s (police and gendarmerie)

- Labour inspection

- National Health care unit (Social 

Security and Family Allowance 

contributive collective office)

- Custom



What kind of action ?



Some key figures after JAD 

2021 organised by France 

(OCLTI) and NL with the support 

of Europol  (AP Phoenix)



In France :

- 1214 checks

- 257 proceedings about illegal 

labour

- 63 cases about labour 

exploitation

- several cases of alien working 

without authorisation 



In EU (23 MS)

- 4897 sites

- 56 000 people 

- 229 arrest

- 73 cases of THB

- 630 victims

- 747 new investigation (including 

150 about THB)



Thank you for attention

PEGARD Nicolas
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